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Paragraphs And Essays Integrated Readings 10th Edition
Effective and affordable, the Sixth Edition of AT A GLANCE: WRITING PARAGRAPHS AND BEYOND, WITH INTEGRATED
READINGS guides students through the recursive flow of writing with revision and editing. The Sixth Edition adds a chapter on
classification to its instruction in the process of prewriting, organizing, writing, and revising the paragraph and, optionally, the short
essay. This edition features forty provocative, integrated readings (with accompanying quizzes on the Student Companion Site),
optional reading-based writing instruction (summary, reaction, and two-part response), a chapter introducing the short essay, and
a comprehensive handbook (supported by exercises and quizzes on the Student Companion Site). The ideal bridge to help
students climb to the next tier of an English writing program, this new edition can be used alone or with another Brandon book
such as AT A GLANCE: SENTENCES; AT A GLANCE: WRITING ESSAYS AND BEYOND, WITH INTEGRATED READINGS; or
AT A GLANCE: READER. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
FUSION: INTEGRATED READING AND WRITING, Book 1 is a developmental English book for reading and writing at the
paragraph level. It provides a holistically integrated reading and writing approach, making it easy for instructors to teach the basics
of reading and writing in one blended course -- and showing students how the reading and writing processes are reciprocal and
reinforcing. FUSION's structure highlights critical reading strategies side-by-side with the shared traits of writing, such as main
idea, details, and organization, and guides students in analyzing reading to generate writing. The book teaches the types of writing
that students will encounter in their future courses. Grammar instruction includes integrated, practical exercises that use highinterest professional and student models. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
SENTENCES, PARAGRAPHS, AND BEYOND: WITH INTEGRATED READINGS, 7E, International Edition is the first in the
popular two-level Brandon series, which helps the student learn to both read and write at the college level, by providing instruction
on reading techniques (and barriers), the basics of sentence structure, grammar, punctuation, and spelling, as well as the writing
process and common writing patterns; lively, engaging readings provide student as well as professional models.
In Concert is one of two titles in a new first edition series written for the integrated Reading/Writing Developmental English course
by an author who is an expert in both fields of study - Kathleen McWhorter. In Concert , the second book in the series, correlates
to the intermediate developmental reading level and the paragraph to essay developmental writing level.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN.
Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual
schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for
and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. NOTE: Make sure to use the dashes shown on the Access Card Code when
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entering the code. Student can use the URL and phone number below to help answer their questions:
http://247pearsoned.custhelp.com/app/home 800-677-6337 Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products
may not be included when purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your
purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access code, the access code may have been
redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from
sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller
prior to purchase. 0134495640 / 9780134495644 Writer's World, The: Paragraphs and Essays With Enhanced Reading Strategies,
Books a la Carte Plus MyWritingLab with Pearson eText, 5/e Package consists of: 0133954706 / 9780133954708 MyWritingLab
with Pearson eText -- Valuepack Access Card, 1/e 0134312619 / 9780134312613 Writer's World, The: Paragraphs and Essays
With Enhanced Reading Strategies, Books a la Carte Edition, 5/e ( three-hole-punched, loose-leaf version)
Quick, comprehensive writing guidance at a low cost—the At a Glance series can be paired with any developmental title or used
independently. This flexible series includes a separate textbook for sentences, paragraphs, essays, and a reader. Each book
features clear, concise instruction reinforced by extensive practice, exercises, and examples. The Third Edition of At Glance:
Sentences continues to focus on the essential grammar and sentence mechanics. A clear, concise discussion of writing strategies
includes examples from student writing to illustrate all stages of the writing process. Classroom-tested exercises help students with
sentence, paragraph and essay organization and writing. Career-related and reading-related writing assignments capture students'
interest, and questions on the readings stimulate discussion, writing, and critical thinking. A self-evaluation chart helps students
measure their own writing progress and identify their difficulties. A writer's checklist at the end of every chapter outlines the stages
of the writing process.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the textbook are
included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with
optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9781111788193 .
SENTENCES, PARAGRAPHS, AND BEYOND is the first in the popular two-level Brandon series. Written in an informal, engaging
tone, this easy-to-use text incorporates sentence-level grammar and mechanics with in-depth instruction in the writing process and
patterns of writing. Reading instruction offers students the opportunity to analyze readings and practice the reading-based writing
required in academic environments. Students will master common writing patterns while learning to use texts as a springboard for
their own writing in the form of summary, reaction, or response. High-interest, distinctive readings are integrated throughout the
Sixth Edition for analysis and as models of good writing. Clear, explicit writing prompts support each reading and focus on readingbased, cross-curricular, career-related, and general topics. In addition, the photo/art program promotes critical thinking, lively
discussion, and analytical writing. Flexibility of instruction permits instructors to emphasize the paragraph or the essay, or to mix
units. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
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ebook version.
Along These Lines is the complete student resource for remedial English. ¿ Along These Lines is a great, all-around introduction to
paragraph and essay writing for first year and ESL students. Its accessible, workbook style presents a clear, step-by-step
introduction to the stages of the writing process.¿ ¿ The Fifth Canadian Edition features new Canadian readings dealing with up-todate topics, updated and revised exercises, and content that reflects current Canadian issues. Now packaged with MyWritingLab
with eText.
GET WRITING: PARAGRAPHS AND ESSAYS helps developmental students learn to think and plan before they write, and
evaluate their own and others' writing, with a focus on critical thinking through features called Critical Thinking: What Are You
Trying to Say? and Revision: What Have You Written? The text helps those who are struggling with writing requirements, including
recent high school graduates, returning students, or those for whom English is a second language. Integrated exercises enable
them to practice what they have just learned, and student papers in annotated first and revised drafts provide realistic models.
Sample professional writing demonstrates how writers understand the context of their writing, utilize writing strategies, and make
language choices. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Read, Write, Connect provides integrated instruction in reading and writing paragraphs and essays, complete coverage of
research and grammar, and a thematic reader full of high-interest selections students will want to both read and write about. The
text begins with a walk-through of the reading and writing processes and then moves on to a series of reading and writing
workshop chapters providing in-depth coverage of key topics like finding main ideas and drafting and organizing an essay.
Throughout, the text demonstrates that academic processes are recursive—for example, drafting is not a phase or stage a writer
finishes or completes; drafting continues as the writer revises, based on reading and reflection. The structure of the text reflects
this recursivity: as students move from the early chapters to later chapters, they reinforce and expand upon earlier learning,
digging deeper into the material and their own ideas and building confidence along the way.
Real Reading and Writing puts both reading skills and writing skills in a real-world context, showing students that good writing,
reading, and thinking skills are both achievable and essential to their success in college and beyond. Miriam Moore, a
developmental and ESL specialist from Lord Fairfax Community College, collaborated with Susan Anker to provide students with
an integrated reading and writing package. Students connect reading and writing with their real lives through practical examples,
model writing samples, and readings that are both engaging and relevant to their lives. To keep students from getting
overwhelmed, the book focuses first on the most important concepts in each area, such as the Four Basics of the Reading and
Writing Process; Four Basics of each rhetorical strategy; the Four Most Serious Errors in the grammar section; and the academic
skills of summary, analysis, and synthesis
Using an abundance of exercises, including twenty-one that are new; examples; and writing applications, AT A GLANCE:
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WRITING SENTENCES AND BEYOND, Sixth Edition, focuses on sentence writing, with detailed attention to matters such as
grammar, rhetoric, sentence variety, sentence combining, diction, capitalization, punctuation, and spelling. The book also includes
basic instructions for all ten patterns of writing, including classification; a reproducible Writing Process Worksheet designed to
provide guidance for students in recursive writing and to save time for instructors; and concise instruction, with student examples,
on the process of writing paragraphs and essays. This edition presents new instruction on writing the summary, a revision on
community dialects, and more than a hundred prompts and topics for writing specific and combined patterns of paragraphs and
essays. Delivering engaging, effective, and affordable basic instruction, the book can be used on its own or as a companion to a
reader or other text materials. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
Designed specifically for community colleges and business programs, Writing Connections helps students of varying backgrounds,
ages, and majors recognize how strong writing skills can allow them to achieve both their academic and professional goals.
Students practice finding common denominators and patterns across all key forms of writing and learn to apply what they learn to
personal, cross-curricular, and workplace writing. Student examples illustrate all stages of the writing process and serve as good
models on which students can pattern their own work.
Using exercises, examples, and writing applications, the Fifth Edition of AT A GLANCE: SENTENCES focuses on sentence
writing, with detailed attention to matters such as grammar, rhetoric, sentence variety, sentence combining, diction, capitalization,
punctuation, and spelling in Chapters 1-11; provides a reproducible Writing Process Worksheet (at the end of the Student
Overview and on the Student and Instructor Companion Sites) designed to provide guidance for students and save time and effort
for instructors; provides concise instruction with student examples on the process of writing paragraphs and essays in Chapter 12;
and provides further instruction with more than a hundred prompts and topics for writing specific and combined patterns of
paragraphs and essays in Chapter 13. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
Write Time, Write Place complements writing and grammar instruction with carefully selected readings and activities that will
encourage students to read, think critically, and write at a college level.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN.
Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual
schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for
and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be
included when purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your purchase.
Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed
previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other
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than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to
purchase. -- Mosaics illustrates how reading and writing are part of a interrelated process, and encourages students to discover
how the "mosaics" of their own reading and writing processes work together to form a coherent whole. 0321882040 /
9780321882042 Mosaics: Reading and Writing Essays with NEW MyWritingLab with eText -- Access Card Package, 6/e Package
consists of: 0205870147 / 9780205870141 NEW MyWritingLab with Pearson eText - Access Card 0205890962 / 9780205890965
Mosaics: Reading and Writing Essays
Fresh, vibrant, concise, and affordable, the Sixth Edition of AT A GLANCE: WRITING ESSAYS AND BEYOND, WITH
INTEGRATED READINGS, will help your students master the recursive flow of writing by revising and editing systematically.
Linking reading and writing, this book's tell-show-engage writing instructions, demonstrations, and exercises involve students in all
stages of the writing process as they move from simple to more complex parts of assignments. With emphasis on the summary,
reaction, and two-part response, reading-based writing provides experience in critical thinking, enabling students to write with
substance across the disciplines and transition smoothly to the next tier of their English program. The Sixth Edition features a
handbook chapter covering fundamentals; fourteen new readings; additional writing prompts; short-story review instruction;
optional career-related writing units for your career-minded students; an updated ten-step research paper chapter; a new chapter
on writing classification; a streamlined Self-Evaluation Chart; and a Writing Process Worksheet with a checklist based on the new
Brandon Guide for Revising and Editing. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
PARAGRAPHS AND ESSAYS WITH INTEGRATED READINGS is the higher-level companion to SENTENCES, PARAGRAPHS,
AND BEYOND in the two-book Brandon series. Instruction in this text -- comprehensive, flexible, and relevant -- is predicated on
the idea that reading and writing are linked and that good writing is the product of revision and rigorous editing. The hallmarks of
the Brandons' books are tell-show-engage instruction, ample demonstrations of good professional and student writing, and an
abundance of reading-based, high-interest general, cross-curricular, and career-related topics and prompts. The reading-based
writing presented in this book provides experience in critical thinking that enables students to write competently across the
disciplines and transition smoothly to the next level of the English program. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Here is the debut short story collection from the author of the Pulitzer Prize finalist Swamplandia! and the New York Times
bestselling Vampires in the Lemon Grove. In these ten glittering stories, the award-winning, bestselling author Orange World and
Other Stories takes us to the ghostly and magical swamps of the Florida Everglades. Here wolf-like girls are reformed by nuns, a
family makes their living wrestling alligators in a theme park, and little girls sail away on crab shells. Filled with inventiveness and
heart, St. Lucy's Home for Girls Raised by Wolves is the dazzling debut of a blazingly original voice.
Quick, comprehensive writing guidance at a low cost—the At a Glance series can be paired with any developmental title or used
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independently. This flexible series includes a separate textbook for sentences, paragraphs, essays, and a reader. Each book
features clear, concise instruction reinforced by extensive practice, exercises, and examples. At a Glance: Readings features thirty
paired readings covering different patterns of writing, including definition, compare and contrast, and cause an effect. Useful tools
include guide questions for discussion and critical thinking, suggested topics for writing in response to individual reading selections
and thematic groups, and a discussion of the writing process, including a student writing demonstration. Straightforward advice on
writing, with extensive practice and abundant explanations and examples. A clear, concise discussion of writing strategies includes
examples from student writing to illustrate all stages of the writing process. Classroom-tested exercises help students with
sentence, paragraph and essay organization. Career-related and reading-related writing assignments capture students' interest,
and questions on the readings stimulate discussion, writing, and critical thinking. A self-evaluation chart helps students measure
their own writing progress and identify their difficulties. A writer's checklist at the end of every chapter outlines the stages of the
writing process.
The Fourth Edition of AT A GLANCE: ESSAYS guides students through the process of prewriting and writing essays in specific
and combined rhetorical modes. This text features new readings, optional text-based writing instruction, a research paper unit, a
brief handbook, and an emphasis on critical thinking. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
An African-American family is united in love and pride as they struggle to overcome poverty and harsh living conditions, in the
award-winning 1959 play about an embattled Chicago family
The Fourth Edition of AT A GLANCE: PARAGRAPHS guides students through the process of prewriting, paragraph structure, and
developing a paragraph in specific and combined rhetorical modes. This text features new readings, optional text-based writing
instruction, a chapter on writing the short essay, a brief handbook, and an emphasis on critical thinking. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
SENTENCES, PARAGRAPHS, AND BEYOND is the first in the popular two-level Brandon series, which helps the student learn to
both read and write at the college level, by providing instruction on reading techniques (and barriers), the basics of sentence
structure, grammar, punctuation, and spelling, as well as the writing process and common writing patterns; lively, engaging
readings provide student as well as professional models. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Now in its 12th Edition, this classic text offers comprehensive, proven instruction in developmental writing. Paragraphs and
Essays: With Integrated Readings is the higher-level companion to Sentences, Paragraphs, and Beyond in the bestselling twobook Brandon series. Instruction in this text--comprehensive, flexible, and relevant--is predicated on the idea that reading and
writing are linked and that good writing is the product of thoughtful and systematic revision. The hallmarks of the Brandons' books
are tell-show-engage instruction, ample demonstrations of good professional and student writing, and an abundance of readingPage 6/7
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based, high-interest general, cross-curricular, and career-related topics and prompts. Reading-based writing provides experience
in critical thinking that enables students to write with insightful substance across the disciplines and transition smoothly to the next
level of the English program. The Brandons' long-term commitment to relentless revision and rigorous editing is further expanded
in this edition by the launching of the Brandon Guide for Revising and Editing, an acronym-centered method that students can use
as they first write and then apply for quality control before submitting assignments. The Brandon Guide, in turn, is supported by the
also-new Top 25 Editing Errors, a unit dedicated to eradicating, or at least minimizing, repeated problems in mechanics that
bedevil students and appropriate too much time from instructors who are evaluating assignments. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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